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Oriental Towaway Zone          Kenny Garrett
                                 (b. 1960)
Dull Blue Glow                 Chuck Woodward
Lazy Bird                      John Coltrane
                                 (1926–1967)
Jinriksha                      Joe Henderson
                                 (1937–2001)
Bloomdido                      Charlie Parker
                                 (1920–1955)
Isfahan                        Billy Strayhorn
                                 (1915–1967)
Giant Steps
                                 Chris Clark, tenor saxophone
                                 Josh Deutsch, trumpet
                                 Chuck Woodward, guitar
                                 Andrew Washburn, piano
                                 Dorian Crow, bass
                                 Merlin Showalter, drums
                                 John Coltrane
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SENIOR RECITAL

JONATHAN SCHILLING, saxophone
 assisted by

Chris Clark, tenor saxophone
Josh Deutsch, trumpet
Chuck Woodward, guitar
Andrew Washburn, piano
Dorian Crow, bass
Merlin Showalter, drums

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Music in Jazz Studies

Jonathan Schilling is a student of Idit Shner
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